
CHAPTER IV 

CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTION 

 

This last chapter consisted of conclusion and suggestion. The conclusion is derived from 

the analysis in chapter three. Those are the threats, Brigance’s unconscious desires, Brigance’s 

will to earn a high income, Brigance’s will to be famous and Brigance’s motives behind the trial. 

 

A. Conclusion 

1. The Threats 

There were two threats that influence Brigance’s unconscious desire. Those are 

external threats which coming from the phenomenal conflict on the society such the terror 

of KKK and the internal threats which emerged in Brigance’ own mind about his family 

safety. 

 

2. Brigance’s Unconscious Desires 

a. Brigance’s Will To Earn A High Income 

Willing to making lot of money or getting a high income is Brigance’s 

pleasure. To reduce Brigance pleasure, he made a realistic agreement through a 

bargaining with Carl Le Harley. And then there was a moralistic responsibility of 

Brigance that he showed by giving advises or a certain directions to Carl Lee. 

 

b. Brigance’s Will To Be Famous 

To be famous is also a pleasure of Brigance. But the reality that he has to face 

is confronted with a group of people who do not agree with him. Brigance still 



believed that judicial system can be used among the two sides of the different groups 

fairly. 

 

3. Jake Brigance’s Motives behind the Trial. 

1. Brigance’s Money Motive 

Based on planning to make money, making bargaining and self-

confession, those mean that Jake Brigance’s motive behind the trial is money. 

2. Brigance’s fame Motive 

Thinking the cameras, the reporters, and walking out of the courtroom, 

reporters chase with the cameras rolling, people slapping on the back, 

congratulations everywhere. Thus, to be famous is also Jake Brigance’s Motives 

behind the Trial. 

 

B. Suggestion 

John Grisham’s  A Time to Kill  is a popular literary work. Many students and readers 

have analyzed the elements of the work such as characters, plot, setting, symbols, theme etc. 

Beside ofthe writer’s research paper topic, there are some other alternative topics that 

suggested to be studied in John Grisham’s  A Time to Kill , such as an analysis of the Ku 

Klux Klan’s influence toward judicial system using Freud’s historical approachwithin John 

Grisham’s  A Time To Kill  or Analyzing Jake Brigance Character that influences the juries in 

John Grisham’s A Time to Kill. 

 


